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Speci?cation forming part of Letters Patent No. 115,837, dated June 173, 1871.
To all ‘whom it may concern:
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and substantially ?tted, together, and so con

Be it known that 1, WILLIAM FARINI, llO\ v structed that it can be ?rmly secured to a rigid
of Lon don, England, have invented certain new foundation. For ordinary public entertain
and useful Apparatus for Projecting Persons ments it is preferred to bring the top part just
and Articles into or through the Air, of which
the following is a speci?cation:

?ush with the stage. I), guiding-bars, serving
also for supporting and tying. - These are

'

placed parallel to each other. e, thrust-pieces

Nature and Objects of the Invention.

secured to a. The under side of c may be ?t
The main object of my invention is to pro‘ ted with rubber or other yielding surface at d

vide apparatus by which gymnasts and other to prevent shocks. 6, movable stage, guided
persons on gaged in public and private perform by b. If desired, 6 may be formed with aper

ances and entertainments may be projected tures and I) passed through them. The upper
into or through the air to any required height surface of c is ?tted with antieoncussion rub
or distance—ns an illustration, to project a her or other washers, marked c’. f, springs,
gymnast, say, thirty feet upward to a trapeze here shown as above mentioned, of India rub
or platform. A minor obj not i s to project articles. ber.‘ Spiral or other springs may be used. f
I will proceedv to describe what I consider arerepresented connected by hooks g to a and
the best means of carrying out the invent-ion '6, but sister clip-hooks or other mechanical

by the aid of the accompanying drawing form-7 equivalents may be used. h, projecting-plat
ing apart of the specification. The work may form, on which the person or article to be pro
be set inclined so as to project at a correspond jected stands or is placed. 11, stem, preferably
ing inclination; but I will describe it as set of steel, ?rmly secured vto h. There are two
perpendicularly.
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'

'

_

notches in '13, th e lower one to receive the detent

The apparatus possesses the following among j,’ (‘see Fig. 3, and particularly Figs. ,5 and 8,)
other distinguishing features: First, the resile which is free to move on the pin k, and is

ience or reaction of distended springs is used as pressed into position by the spring 1,- and the

the projecting force. Second, the springs are upper one to receive the half-circle trigger-de
easily adjusted and released. Third, the pro tent to. (See Figs. 2, 3, 6, and 7.) n is the

jccting-platibrm, whereon the person or article trigger, and 0 a coiled spring to keep or in look
stands or is placed, which is raised or moved ing position. '1) is the releasing-cord, and q re

by the springs, is automatically released when leasing-pressure bar. The manner of fashion
at its highest or outward point and immedi ing and ?ttin gthe‘several partswill be obvious.
ately thereupon left- or caused to fall, it may . To adjust the apparatus for use—that is, for

- be, out of sight.

Description of the Accompanying Drawing.

the purpose of projecting as aforesaid-it is
necessary to depress the movable stage 6, and

with it the projecting-platform;h and stem 11,

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a complete into the position shown in Figs. 3 and 4, and
apparatus arranged for projecting a person allow the detents j and m, by the action of the
vertically upward, India-rubber springs being springs l and 0, to enter the notches provided
used, and such springs shown supporting the for them. The‘most convenient mode of low
movable stage. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of erin g the movable stage 6 and securing the
_ Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a vertical section of part of the projecting-platform h and stem t‘ is to detach

apparatus, showing the springs distended and the spring f, and, after placing j and m in po
vthe projectingplatibrm and stem in position sition, attaching the springs one after the other
' ready for release. "Fig. i is a plan view at the between a and c. The ‘springs may be detached
lineA B of Fig. 2, the movable stage being low~ from either (6 or c. It will be obvious that in

cred. Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8 are detail views of stead of disconnecting the springs f the mova
ble stage 0 may be forced down and the springs
parts hereafter referred to.
In all these views like letters are marked on -

thereby, put in tension. This, however, is far

from convenient in practice. The adjustment
and indicate the same parts.
a denotes the supporting-frome. This is well having been effected as described, the person
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who may desire to be projected takes his or her i renders the whole proceeding a mystery. A _

place on, or the article to be projected is placed less desirable apparatus may be produced by
on, the ‘platform h. An attendant then pulls causing h and i to be attached to and form one
thecord p, or the person depresses the bar q,

part with e.

In this case h and 'iwould not

say, by foot, and releases the'triggerdetent fall until the springs are againdistended.

m from i, and thus allows i, h, and e to be raised

Having now described the nature of my said

by the resilience or reaction of the springs f invention and particularized the same, I would '
with great rapidity. The person or object is have it understood'that many modi?cations
thereby projected to the required height or po may be made without departing from the lead
sition. .Just before the movable stage 0 comes

into contact ‘with a the detent j is withdrawn
from the ,stem' @' by coming into contact with
the trigger a or with any other suitable piece

ing features of my invention; but What I claim is—'

.

_

1. The springs f, movable stage a, stem 1',

and projecting-platfbrm h, arranged, combined,

offering sufficient resistance to operate the de and operating substantially as herein set forth.
2. The trigger-detent m and operating means
tent by turning it and the stem (5, and pro
jecting-platform h is thereby left free to fall 12, arranged to serve relatively to the stem 1',
by its own weight. If desired, one or more carrying the projecting-platform h and forced
springs may be attached to z’ to draw it and h
more quickly out of sight. The lower end of
i has a pin, r, passed through it to prevent the
momentum from throwing it through a; and a
is ?tted- with a rubber cushion, s, to deaden
the fall of h. The size and number of the

upward, substantially as herein set forth.
' 3. The self-acting detent j, for allowing the
return of the projecting-platform h immedi

ately after its rise, as herein specified.
41-. The elastic beds 6’ 3, arranged, as shown, ‘

relatively to the proj acting-platform h and stem

springs f must be proportioned torthe weight 1', so as to induce a gentle extinguishment of,
to be projected and to the distance to which it the velocity, as herein speci?ed.
5.‘ The entire machine or apparatus adapted
is to be thrown._ I have found that twenty
Hodges7 patent India-rubber springs, called for projecting objects or persons through the

“ accumulators,” ofnatural sizes, ?fteen inches air by the means of springs acting on a plat
long by half an inch in diameter, when stretched form, h, which may be ?ush with a stage or
to four feet in length, are sufficient to proj ect ?oor, as herein shown and described.

eighty pounds twenty-?ve feet‘upward vertic

In testimony whereof I, the said WILLIAM ‘ '

FARINI, have hereunto set my hand the 10th
allyvor thirty feet at a low angle.
This apparatus enables artists to introduce dayv of April, 1871.
' ‘
WILLIAM FARINI. [1‘. s]
a novelty in stage performances, inasmuch as
the person or article to be projected may be in
E. T HUGHES,
full View of the audience. The sudden disap
(J. W. OoLLINs.
pearance of the projecting platform h and stem
Witnesses:
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